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Multi-context research on strategy
characteristics of knowledge sharing in
organization based on dynamic
cooperative game perspective

Kun LI

Abstract

Purpose – The purpose of this paper is to reveal the characteristics of strategic behavior during

knowledge cooperation in organization and compare the differences in strategy choice between

knowledge transferor and knowledge receiver under intricate context consisting of two different objective

orientations (organizational and individual) and two different information conditions (perfect and

imperfect information) that represent different knowledge application contexts (conventional and

available knowledge and intricate and personalized knowledge). Moreover, this paper also wishes to

develop a new analysis paradigm of dynamic cooperation game to the micro-interactive mechanism

research on individuals’ knowledge sharing in organization.

Design/methodology/approach – Through comparing and referring to previous literatures, and

considering the authentic knowledge cooperation practice, this paper first suggested that the behavior

characteristics of knowledge sharing between individuals in organization should be observed from the

perspective of dynamic cooperation game that would accurately describe the “coopetition” essence of

knowledge sharing. Further, an intricate multi-analysis context including two different objective

orientations and two different information conditions was constructed. Under this multi-analysis context,

the objective functions of knowledge transferor (knowledge output) and knowledge receiver (knowledge

returning) were established respectively. Lastly, according to the revenue optimum principle of

organizational and individual the strategic choice characteristics were analyzed through the Nash

equilibrium to analyze objective functions.

Findings – “Knowledge transaction” motive is classic strategic characteristic of individuals’

knowledge cooperation, and to increase competitiveness of knowledge sharer is a crucial

prerequisite for knowledge sharing under any analysis context combination (no matter

organizational or individual objective, no matter perfect or imperfect information). Knowledge

sharing appears more conservative and stringent under imperfect information condition, and the

effort level of knowledge transferring is strategically adjusted according to the value assessment of

received knowledge. The institutional constraints and incentives have little effect on the promotion of

knowledge sharing under the imperfect information condition where professional knowledge is more

intricate, personalized and implicit, because organization members are more sensitive to

knowledge competitiveness.

Originality/value – This paper provides a knowledge sharing study with a new analysis paradigm from

micro-interactive perspective by aiming at the “coopetition” essence of knowledge cooperation in

organization. This analysis paradigm chooses the way of dynamic cooperation game to reveal the

strategic characteristics of knowledge sharing among individuals (knowledge transferor and knowledge

receiver) and to assess the role of institutional constraints and incentives in promoting the knowledge

sharing. At the same time, the establishing of multi-context model with two different perspective

dimensions (objective orientation and information condition) make research closer to the authentic

circumstance of knowledge cooperation in organization.
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1. Introduction

Global economy is converting from recession to recovery at present, and there are a lot of

uncertain factors in the complex and varied market environment. This means an

unpredictable and high velocity circumstances for the organizations. In these conditions,

the possession of valuable, rare, inimitable and non-substitutable resources (Barney, 1991)

must not lead to competitive advantage, although by building dynamic capabilities for the

company. Dynamic capabilities are the combination of organizational assets to create

valuable product or services for customers and it includes three activities of sensing,

seizing and transforming knowledge (Teece, 2011; Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000). All of

these initiatives are highly dependent on the cooperation and knowledge sharing of

organizational member, and the strategies of business or R&D should highly focus on

cooperation and hardworking in the organization rather than only on individual’s knowledge

or intelligence. Undoubtedly, competitiveness of enterprise comes from sustaining and

efficient organizational cooperation, and the core essence of organizational cooperation is

knowledge cooperation, which means activation, conversion and integration of

organizational knowledge resource, it is a necessary premise for an enterprise to implement

innovation strategies. Nevertheless, to great extent, it is still an appearance without

essential meanings, though knowledge cooperation’s role in promoting innovation and

performance of organization has been well accepted (Szulanski, 1996; Tsai, 2001; Lee,

2005). According to study of Okhuysen and Eisenhardt (2002), although communication

between employees provides the premise and the possibility of knowledge sharing, sharing

may not happen exactly as intended and what is shared may be information instead of

knowledge, which will not have significant influence on integration of knowledge.

Okhuysen’s research illustrated the existence of strategic behavior within the knowledge

cooperation. In fact, the tacit knowledge transferring could be viewed as the most classic

representative of this strategic behavior; nevertheless, tacit knowledge has a crucial

influence on the success of innovation processes in companies (Hu and Randel, 2014), but

there are many barriers to hinder the sharing of tacit knowledge. For this, it is very

necessary to analyze the micro-interactive mechanism of knowledge sharing from

perspectives of technology, psychology and institution that will offer a vital theoretical

reference for organization to improve the performance of knowledge sharing.

2. Explanation of study methodology

2.1 Enlightenments of literature reviewing

The “coopetition” character of knowledge sharing has been sufficiently demonstrated by

Qian Yingyi and AoKi Masahiko’s research (Qian and Aoki, 1995), which indicates that there

would be common interest among team members during knowledge cooperation, and the

game between members would not be a zero sum competition game, but a relationship of

cooperation game. To better understand the “coopetition” mechanism of knowledge

sharing, Ghobadi and D’Ambra (2012) revealed the competition’s mixed impacts on

knowledge cooperation in cross-functional teams by building quantitative model that

illustrated the intricate interactions between cooperation and competition, e.g. sometimes

competition for tangible resources plays a positive role in promoting knowledge

cooperation, sometimes competition for intangible resources has negative impact on

knowledge cooperation. Above studies imply two key factors: First is knowledge sharing

that belongs to the complex “coopetition” problem, which means that there must exist

benefit game between individuals in addition to cooperation driven by common objective;

therefore, to apply the game theory method is appropriate and effective for knowledge

sharing study. Second is the mixed effects of competition on knowledge cooperation

(Ghobadi and D’Ambra, 2012), which offers a crucial inspiration that information condition

should be a vital analysis dimension and should be absorbed into the design of the study.
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Some representative studies also applied game theory to analyze the behaviors or

motivation of knowledge sharing, however, study paradigms deviated from the real situation

of knowledge sharing at some extent; for example, to view the knowledge sharing between

individuals as a repeated game problem will neglect the fact that for organization members,

it is mainly a dynamic strategic reaction to decide whether to share knowledge by judging

others’ willingness or make efforts of knowledge sharing during a particular cooperation, by

sensing the organizational support (Borm et al., 2002), and by assessing the loss and gain

of own competitiveness maintaining resulted from knowledge transferring, rather than to

make decision by evaluating the average revenue after many rounds of dealing. Therefore,

in contrast to repeated game method, to adopt the dynamic game analysis would be more

rational for strategy interaction study of knowledge sharing.

Tacit knowledge transferring can serve as the most classic representative of the strategic

character in knowledge cooperation; although tacit knowledge has a crucial influence on

the success of innovation processes in companies (Hu and Randel, 2014), there are many

barriers to hinder the sharing of tacit knowledge, so key institutional levers should be

identified and applied to facilitate the transferring of tacit knowledge between members

(Alwis and Hartmann, 2008). Undoubtedly, whether tacit knowledge can be effectively

shared and how to make tacit knowledge explicit will influence company’s competitiveness,

as tacit knowledge mainly consists of highly personalized and experiential knowledge which

is more considered as a strategic capability resource for maintaining the individual

competitiveness, so the most essential problem, e.g. whether to transfer and how much the

transfer effort to be paid can be profoundly authenticated in studies of tacit knowledge

transferring, that enlightens study to take the individual effort level of knowledge sharing as

key variable for observing the strategic behavior of individuals’ knowledge cooperation.

According to above literature reviewing, some important and valuable enlightenments can

be obtained for analyzing the strategy character of knowledge cooperation between

individuals, as shown in Figure 1, the choice of analysis paradigm of dynamic cooperative

Figure 1 Existed literatures’ enlightenments to study design
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game should be closer to the authentic knowledge cooperation practice, and the strategy

characteristics and motives should be designed as key study objectives (variable) which

could be effectively observed by the equilibrium analysis of game model. Moreover, the

construction of knowledge sharing context based on informational condition is very

necessary for study because the difference of effort level for knowledge sharing under the

function of same institutional constraints or incentives is generally resulted from different

information condition.

2.2 Design of study

Two key components are vital and prerequisite for constituting the paradigm of this

research, one is the study context combining the practical situation where knowledge

sharing behavior happens, another one is the objective orientation of individuals’ knowledge

cooperation combining the psychologic motives of individuals and institutional constraints

of organization which will be served as basis of multi-objective function setting. Some

representative studies brought many enlightenments for establishing study context and

identifying the motivation of knowledge sharing, e.g. Ghobadi and D’ambra (2011)

identified two different types of knowledge sharing in literature: one is cooperative type of

knowledge sharing being used to reach common interest of partners, another is competitive

type of knowledge sharing to stress individual advantages during the knowledge

cooperation. Weber (2007) extended further aspects on individual motivation of knowledge

sharing with identifying barriers of participants being afraid of becoming a subject of

criticism or evaluation or see withholding their knowledge as a way to secure influence.

These studies and discoveries help to realize that the motivation of knowledge cooperation

should be observed from collective and individual perspectives because almost anyone

would balance the interactive effect between self-revenue and collective revenue resulted

from knowledge paying and returning; in reality, partners commonly adopt a mixed

approach including two different guiding motives, which means it must not be an optimal

choice for partners to purely pursue individual revenue or purely pursue collective revenue

(Aoki, 2001). Therefore, in this paper, two motives (objectives) function would be

established from individual and organizational levels to dissect and explore the incentive

mechanism of knowledge sharing.

Paulin (2012) has summarized the influencing factors of effective knowledge sharing from

organizational context and motivational factors. Chua (2003) also strengthened the

importance of organizational circumstances during the behavior analysis of knowledge

sharing. Above studies all stressed on the necessity of building research context of

knowledge sharing, although these studies did not concretely describe the composition

and structure of context in knowledge sharing owing to the complexity of context problem.

As a result, by drawing on previous research, this paper constructs the study context by

adopting a method of highly abstractive but closely relating to practical situation, namely, to

convert the intricate context factors of knowledge sharing into two classic information

conditions:

1. Perfect information condition represents those organizations of working information

relatively available and business knowledge relatively conventional.

2. Imperfect information condition represents those organizations of working information

relatively intricate and business knowledge highly personalized and implicit.

According to above explanation and demonstration toward the design of this paper, the

framework or paradigm of this paper could be illustrated (Figure 2). This study will adopt the

comparative analytic method to dissect the micro-mechanism of knowledge sharing from

individual and organizational perspectives. The concrete targets of this research are

following:
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n to disclose the strategic characteristics and differences during knowledge cooperation

between partners (knowledge output of transferor and knowledge returning of receiver)

under the same and different information condition;

n to compare the knowledge sharing efficiency and to explain the reason for efficiency

difference according to the two-dimensional study context being constituted by two

sorts of perspective combination (individual revenue orientation and organizational

revenue orientation and perfect information condition and imperfect information);

n to observe the impaction and function on knowledge sharing between individuals from

organizational institutional constraints which ensures the behavior of sharing could

obtain the return from receiver;

n to demonstrate and exhibit the dynamic and interactive character of knowledge

partners during the equilibrium analysis of knowledge sharing under the two-

dimensional study context; and

n to dissect the strategic reaction characteristics between two players (knowledge

transferor and knowledge receiver) in a given two-dimensional context that would make

for the observation and analysis toward the micro-mechanism of knowledge sharing in

organization.

This paper firstly constructs a study paradigm relating to a practical situation through

establishing the analytical model of dynamic cooperative game, as compared with other

studies that started from competitive game perspective that deviates from the essence of

knowledge cooperation, or viewed knowledge sharing in organization as a repeated

cooperative game problem that is somewhat inconsistent with practice, or studied the

individuals’ motives through analyzing and categorizing the possible barrier variables, e.g.

individual motive, organizational culture and technology barriers (Liu et al., 2016), that fails

to form an integrated and systematic analytic framework. The exploration and discovery of

Liu et al. provides valuable design reference for context construction of knowledge sharing

Figure 2 Dynamic cooperative game study framework of knowledge sharing
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study. Another methodological contribution of this paper to the subject is that previous

studies corresponding to intricate context factors (variables) could be converted into the

highly generalized analysis toward information condition (perfect or imperfect) of

knowledge sharing, which helps to simplify the building of dynamic cooperative game

model, simultaneously without loss of practical, rational, effective and universal sense and

also makes the dynamic cooperative game study of knowledge sharing in organization

become possible.

3. Dynamic cooperative game model of knowledge sharing

3.1 Explanation for model and variables

In real corporate organization, the process of knowledge sharing between individuals can

be understood as a classical dynamic game process. For example, because of

organizational or individual interest, Player 1 decides whether to take out a ratio b of his

inherent knowledge amount within the organization for sharing and after absorbing or

accepting the knowledge output from Player 1, Player 2 must decide whether to share a

ratio r of his own inherent knowledge in return to Player 1. This problem can be understood

as a two-stage dynamic game problem (consideration for study simplification): the two-

stage dynamic game structure is close to the core of knowledge sharing within the

organization; Player 1 may or may not share their knowledge (usually tacit knowledge or key

knowledge) with other members of the organization; Player 2 accepting the knowledge

output decides whether to take cooperative strategy to contribute his own knowledge in

return. If the answer of Player 2 is “yes”, then the process of knowledge sharing can be

viewed as a repetition of “Player 1–Player 2” process. If the answer of Player 2 is “no”, then

the behavior of knowledge sharing between members will be interrupted.

In this cooperative game structure: S1(u 1) is the function of Player 1’s ability to use

knowledge, u 1 is assumed to be Player 1’s inherent amount of knowledge; S2(u 2) is the

function of Player 2’s ability to use knowledge, u 2 is assumed to be Player 1’s inherent

amount of knowledge; assume Player 1 and Player 2 wish to mutually control the other

party’s gains when using his own knowledge output S1(ru 2), S2(bu 1) because that will

endanger their competitive advantage within the organization if it’s beyond a certain level,

so there is a constraint for the gains two sides get when using each other’s knowledge

output, that is S2(bu 1) þ S1(ru 2) � ul, ul is gain control summation for the parties to use the

output of each other’s knowledge.

3.2 Explanation for dynamic cooperative game mechanism of knowledge sharing

In actual state of knowledge sharing between the staffs within the enterprise, as Player 1

and Player 2 belong to same organization, so there is a common revenue objective that

means it is not a relation of “zero sum game”, but a cooperative game of existing the “co-

payment”. A cooperative game should be understood as forming a unanimous consent

agreement between all the players under certain constraints. The selected agreement could

meet the common interests of all parties. Cooperation in game theory does not mean that

parties sacrifice its own interests for the interests of other parties, every interaction of

information or coordinative action is essentially to pursue their own interests.

The mechanism character of dynamic knowledge cooperative game is as follows. First,

when Player1’s knowledge sharing brings Player 2 gains increment, Player 2 must pay the

part of gains increment to return the knowledge output according to the institutional

constraint, so the respective knowledge revenue from the interactively transfer between

Player1 and Player2 is kS1(ru 2), kS2(bu 1). k is for the statutory rate of knowledge gains

which an organization issues. Second, the implementation of knowledge-exchange strategy

for the players is seen as a credible commitment because the organization will constrain the

behavior of just using others’ knowledge output but refuse to share their knowledge through
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effective punishment mechanism. Therefore, the penalty function for Player 1 is f[S1(ru 2)];

the penalty function for Player 2 is f[S2(bu 1)]. Third, the organization establishes a target

task constraint for Player 1 and Player 2’s knowledge output gains, that is S(u 1, u 2) u0, u0 is

a utility constant and S is the knowledge output function for corporate organization; in this

case, it is not a simple sum of their ability of knowledge using for Player 1 and Player 2, but

it is subject to organizational systems, technology characteristics and other complex

factors.

4. Perfect dynamic game’s Nash equilibrium analysis

In the research, we first consider the organization staff’s knowledge sharing game situation

in the context of perfect information. More typical industrial technical characteristics are

similar to the enterprise’s sales team; in the team, every member’s target is mainly to win

more market share, the exchange of knowledge between members related to demand

information, customer information and marketing methods and strategies. For instance, in a

company which applies the conventional technologies, the relevant professional knowledge

between Player 1 and Player 2 is usually close to perfect information for each other, for

example, whether the other side contributed valuable knowledge or information, whether

the other side obtained the revenue by using provided knowledge S1(ru 2) and S2(bu 1), all

the things are clear for each other (see the definition of b and r in Section 3.1)

Figure 3 illustrates the dynamic game condition between Player 1 and Player 2, with r1 and

r2, respectively, representing Player 1 and Player 2’s payment after two-stages dynamic

game, and L1(b u 1) and L2(ru 2), respectively, representing the (competitive) advantage

loss function incurred by output their own knowledge to each other. Therefore, under the

dynamic game’s various strategies path Player 1 and Player 2’s payments (income) are as

follows:

ra1 ¼ S1 u 1ð Þ þ kS2 bu 1ð Þ þ S1 ru 2ð Þ � L1 bu 1ð Þ (1)

ra2 ¼ S2 u 2ð Þ þ 1� kð ÞS2 b u 1ð Þ � L2 ru 2ð Þ (2)

rb1 ¼ S1 u 1ð Þ þ kS2 bu 1ð Þ � L1 b u 1ð Þ (3)

rb2 ¼ S2 u 2ð Þ þ 1� kð ÞS2 bu 1ð Þ � f S2 bu 1ð Þ� �
(4)

Figure 3 Perfect dynamic game demonstration of knowledge sharing
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rc1 ¼ S1 u 1ð Þ (5)

rc2 ¼ S2 u 2ð Þ (6)

Use backward induction to solve the game equilibrium. If they want to make the exchange

of knowledge within the organization, Player 2 must choose the cooperative strategy, which

is to transfer knowledge and information to the other party after getting the knowledge from

Player 1. In this model, Player 2’s knowledge regurgitation-feeding behavior is supported by

some organized mechanism; see condition (4) in the formula. It is obvious that during the

backward induction, both of player1 and player2 are to choose cooperation would be a

Nash equilibrium, and the balance pay isra1 , r
a
2 , then the premise of exchange of knowledge

must be ra2 � rb2 , fS2 S2 bu 1ð Þ� � � L2 ru 2ð Þ is the penalty function for Player 2, after

absorbing the knowledge output from Player 1, if Player 2 rejected to return knowledge,

then he will not be worth the candle because of the punishment mechanism. Penalty

function’s introduction (third-party mechanism) is considered as one of the key conditions

for competitive game transferring to partially cooperative game. For the simplicity of

research, this study fix f[S2(bu 1)] a specific constant ˆ which is large enough, that means

as long as L2(ru 2) � ˆ , then Player 2 (receiving party of knowledge) will select “knowledge

sharing” strategy in the second stage, all subsequent discussion will be done in this

premise (cooperative game analysis framework).

4.1 Knowledge sharing strategy based on organizational revenue optimum under
perfect information

First, considering the efficiency of knowledge sharing between individuals from the view of

organizational overall interests, namely, from an organizational perspective, the expected

individual member’s (the players) intensity of knowledge output, b and r are alike. Building

an objective function of organization returns from knowledge sharing, we get:

max ra1 þ ra2
� � ¼ S1 u 1ð Þ þ kS2 bu 1ð Þ þ S1 ru 2ð Þ � L1 bu 1ð Þ

þS2 u 2ð Þ þ 1� kð ÞS2 bu 1ð Þ � L2 ru 2ð Þ (7)

Consider the constraint (8); see part 3.2’s note:

st :
S u 1; u 2ð Þ � u0

S2 b u 1ð Þ þ S1 ru 2ð Þ � ul

�
(8)

Build function of Lagrange conditioned extreme value as follows:

Lagrange :

S1 u 1ð Þ þ kS2 bu 1ð Þ þ S1 ru 2ð Þ � L1 bu 1ð Þ
þS2 u 2ð Þ þ 1� kð ÞS2 b u 1ð Þ � L2 ru 2ð Þ
�l 1 S u 1; u 2ð Þ � uoð Þ � l 2 S2 b u 1ð Þ þ S1 ru 2ð Þ � ul

� �
2
4

3
5 (9)

So, the first-order conditions of organization returns maximization with the exchange of

knowledge between Player 1 and Player 2 are:

1� l 2ð Þ @S1 ru 2ð Þ
@r

� @L2 ru 2ð Þ
@r

¼ 0

1� l 2ð Þ @S2 b u 1ð Þ
@b

� @L1 bu 1ð Þ
@b

¼ 0
(10)

According to equation (10), when organization returns maximization from knowledge

sharing is viewed as priority objective, the expected players’ intensity of knowledge output

(knowledge sharing will) must satisfy the following inequality combination [equation (11)]. In
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addition, considering to the circumstance of l comparing with 1, when 0 � l 2 � 1 and 0 �
1 – l 2 � 1, there must be:

@S1 ru 2ð Þ
@r

� @L2 ru 2ð Þ
@r

@S2 bu 1ð Þ
@b

� @L1 bu 1ð Þ
@b

(11)

The implied message of inequality combination [equation (11)] is: No matter Player 1 or

Player 2, under perfect information environment (similar to the organizational context of a

marketing team), they require the speed of their advantages’ loss resulted from their own

knowledge output (marginal knowledge advantage’s losses) should be lower than the

knowledge gains increase they bring to the other side (marginal knowledge gains’

increase), it embodied players’ strategic control of knowledge output to maintain their own

competitive position in the organization.

4.2 Knowledge sharing strategy based on individual revenue optimum under
perfect information

In the organizational context of perfect information, observing the characteristics of

knowledge sharing behavior from the players’ individual interests (effort of knowledge

output, b and r ), individual gains objective function of knowledge sharing was constructed.

4.2.1 Player 1’s individual gains objective function. [Note: constraints are the same as

equation (8)]

maxS1 u 1ð Þ þ kS2 bu 1ð Þ þ S1 ru 2ð Þ � L1 bu 1ð Þ (12)

Build Player 1’s function of Lagrange conditioned extreme value as follows:

Lagrange :
S1 u 1ð Þ þ kS2 bu 1ð Þ þ S1 ru 2ð Þ � L1 bu 1ð Þ
� l 1 S u 1; u 2ð Þ � uoð Þ � l 2 S2 bu 1ð Þ þ S1 ru 2ð Þ � ul

� �� �
(13)

Thus, the first-order condition of Player 1’s individual returns maximization from knowledge

sharing is:

k � l 2ð Þ @S2 bu 1ð Þ
@b

� @L1 b u 1ð Þ
@b

¼ 0 (14)

Comparing equation (14) and equation (10), there are two cases that need to be separately

discussed.

First, when k > l 2, there must be (1 – l 2) > (k – l 2); it means in the process of knowledge

sharing under perfect information context, their own self-interest is taken into consideration.

Player 1 takes larger control of knowledge output than the one who is under organization

benefits as a priority goal.

Second, when k � l 2,
@S2 b u 1ð Þ

@b
@L1 b u 1ð Þ

@b take the opposite direction, it means that there is a

prerequisite that Player 1 should provide knowledge and information to Player 2; that is

while bringing knowledge gains increase to others, their own knowledge advantage growth

must be met, which reflects a considerable degree of the feature of “knowledge exchange”,

either no output, or to provide output and get more benefits. Therefore, we can find, as an

organizational constraint mechanism, that the statutory return rate k of knowledge proceeds

is significant for inducting Player 1’s effort of knowledge output (the first actor of knowledge

sharing). If k is smaller, Player 1 will act more conservative in the knowledge output efforts

and output conditions.
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4.2.2 Player 2’s individual gains objective function. Note: constraints are the same as

equation (8):

maxS2 u 2ð Þ þ 1� kð ÞS2 b u 1ð Þ � L2 ru 2ð Þ (15)

Build Player 2’s function of the Lagrange conditioned extreme value as follows:

Lagrange :
S2 u 2ð Þ þ 1� kð ÞS2 bu 1ð Þ � L2 ru 2ð Þ
� l 1 S u 1; u 2ð Þ � uoð Þ � l 2 S2 bu 1ð Þ þ S1 ru 2ð Þ � ul

� �
" #

(16)

Thus, the first-order condition of Player 2’s individual returns maximization from knowledge

sharing is:

@S1 ru 2ð Þ
@r

¼ � @L2 ru 2ð Þ
@r

(17)

Equation (17) shows that in a perfect information environment, taking the individual

gains from knowledge sharing as a priority target, after getting the knowledge output

from Player 1, Player 2 (the following actor in the game) would make conservative

efforts to “knowledge return”. Compared with the case before equilibrium, Player 2 has

a stronger motive to control knowledge output, that is, whether to implement “return of

knowledge” depending on whether it could further enhance their competitive

advantage of knowledge, which shows strong characteristics of “knowledge exchange”

and “knowledge control”.

5. Harsanyi transformation of non-perfect dynamic game equilibrium analysis to
knowledge sharing

In this paper, another dynamic game context of knowledge sharing is considered, that is

imperfect information knowledge sharing mechanism among employees. We can find

typical knowledge sharing behavior under imperfect information context, such as

accounting firms or the company’s R&D centers. For these organizations, although

members will exchange knowledge and information among each other under the

organizational constraint mechanism, nevertheless, because of the independency of

knowledge application and to maintain the competitiveness of individuals, despite

cooperation could undoubtedly strengthen the knowledge competitiveness of

organizations, the exchange of knowledge among members showed a strong strategic

character. Therefore, whether the output of knowledge and information was valuable or the

adoption of others’ knowledge could gain incremental benefit, is known by the players

themselves.

How players determine their own effort of knowledge sharing, in this paper, as shown in

Figure 4, is not clear, we can convert this issue to discussion of two probability types of

decision-making: “willing” to exchange of knowledge (cooperation) and “unwilling” to

knowledge exchange (uncooperative). In fact, it only needs to lock Player 1 (the first actors)

with a probability, so that we can observe all players’ behavior characteristics under the

knowledge sharing mechanism. Here, the probability that Player 1 chooses to cooperate

can be equal to Player 1’s will of knowledge output b , and the probability to choose non-

cooperation is 1 � b .

5.1 Knowledge sharing strategy based on organizational revenue optimum under
imperfect information

In the context of imperfect information, above all, from the perspective of the organizational

overall interests, we consider determinants to the knowledge output intensity b and r
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among individual members. To this end, we build an objective function about the

organizational gains of knowledge sharing:

max b ra1 þ ra2
� �þ 1� bð Þ rc1 þ rc2

� �
¼ bS1 u 1ð Þ þ bkS2 bu 1ð Þ þ bS1 ru 2ð Þ � b L1 b u 1ð Þ þ bS2 u 2ð Þ
þ b 1� kð ÞS2 b u 1ð Þ � b L2 ru 2ð Þ þ 1� bð Þ S1 u 1ð Þ þ S2 u 2ð Þð Þ (18)

Constraint condition is same to equation (8), we construct the Lagrangian extremal function

as follows:

Lagrange :

bS1 u 1ð Þ þ bkS2 bu 1ð Þ þ bS1 ru 2ð Þ � b L1 b u 1ð Þ þ bS2 u 2ð Þ
þ b 1� kð ÞS2 bu 1ð Þ � b L2 ru 2ð Þ þ 1� bð Þ S1 u 1ð Þ þ S2 u 2ð Þð Þ
� l 1 S u 1; u 2ð Þ � uoð Þ � l 2 S2 b u 1ð Þ þ S1 ru 2ð Þ � ul

� �
2
4

3
5 (19)

In non-perfect dynamic game, knowledge exchange among members brings about

maximized benefits to the organization, and its first-order conditions are:

For Player 1:

b 2 @S2 bu 1ð Þ
@b

� @L1 b u 1ð Þ
@b

	 

¼ S1 ru 2ð Þ � L2 ru 2ð Þ � bl 2

@S2 bu 1ð Þ
@b

(20)

For Player 2:

b � l 2ð Þ @S1 ru 2ð Þ
@r

� @L2 ru 2ð Þ
@r

¼ 0 (21)

The following is Player 1’s status: compare equation (20) with equation (21), which can be

seen as follows: in this knowledge exchange environment with incomplete information such

as accounting firm or a technology R&D center, the time that Player 1 (the one firstly

implement knowledge sharing) determines the output intensity of his/her own knowledge

requires
@S2 b u 1ð Þ

@b � @L1 b u 1ð Þ
@b � 0. With respect to Player 1’s expectation of knowledge output

intensity under perfect information context, the intention under imperfect information would

be more conservative; that is, to ensure the competitive advantage, loss of knowledge

output is controlled in a certain range. This suggests that in a relatively independent

organization environment, which refers to the application of knowledge and technology,

Figure 4 Imperfect dynamic game demonstration of knowledge sharing
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considering the overall interests of the organization, it is very difficult to promote knowledge

workers to share proactively.

Player 2’s situation: by comparing equation (21) with equation (10), we can find Player 2 as

the “follow-actor” of the knowledge exchange, after gaining Player 1’s knowledge output.

Because (b – l 2) � (1 – l 2), the effort of Player 2 makes their knowledge return relatively

passive. In addition, considering from the perspective of the whole organization, discussing

Player 1’s intensity of knowledge output b , we can discover that under the imperfect

information, Player 2’s (after-actor) knowledge sharing behavior is more complex. We

discuss two conditions:

1. First, when b > l 2, Player 2 would rather return their knowledge than that in the case of

perfect information. The explanation may be that the percentage b (intensity) of the

knowledge Player 1 output is high. This in itself is an effective incentive for players who

return their knowledge.

2. Second, when b � l 2, tactics Player 2 adopts are similar to that in the case of

perfect information. The “knowledge return” implemented depends on the

possibility that further enhances the competitive advantage of their knowledge that

means player 2 also displays stronger psychological characteristic of self

compensation and self correction, and the reason is possibly the insufficient effort

from player 1’s knowledge sharing leads Player 2 to take a more cautious

approach to return knowledge.

5.2 Knowledge sharing strategy based on individual revenue optimum under
imperfect information

Now we consider the knowledge sharing behavior when individual gains are maximum

under imperfect information, which brings the intensity of knowledge output b and r . With

this in mind, we separately construct Lagrangian conditional extremal value function

[equation (22) and (23)], which makes Players 1 and 2’s individual benefits maximum,

constraints with equation (8):

Lagrange :
bS1 u 1ð Þ þ bkS2 bu 1ð Þ þ bS1 ru 2ð Þ � b L1 b u 1ð Þ þ 1� bð ÞS1 u 1ð Þ
�l 1 S u 1; u 2ð Þ � uoð Þ � l 2 S2 bu 1ð Þ þ S1 ru 2ð Þ � ul

� �� �
(22)

Lagrange :
bS2 u 2ð Þ þ b 1� kð ÞS2 b u 1ð Þ � b L2 ru 2ð Þ þ 1� bð ÞS2 u 2ð Þ
�l 1 S1 u 1ð Þ þ S2 u 2ð Þ � uoð Þ � l 2 S2 bu 1ð Þ þ S1 ru 2ð Þ � ul

� �
" #

(23)

According to the above equations, we can export the first-order conditions: Players 1 and

2’s personal best efforts in knowledge sharing:

For Player 1:

b 2 k
@S2 bu 1ð Þ

@b
� @L1 b u 1ð Þ

@b

	 

¼ S1 ru 2ð Þ � l 2b

@S2 b u 1ð Þ
@b

(24)

For Player 2:

�b
@L2 ru 2ð Þ

@r
� l 2

@S1 ru 2ð Þ
@r

¼ 0 (25)

Comparing between equation (24) and equation (20), it’s clear that from maximizing their

own interests, as opposed to perfect information context, under imperfect information, the
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knowledge output willingness of Player 1 is more stringent and the control degree of

knowledge outputting is enhanced, which requires the gap between the marginal revenue
@S2 b u 1ð Þ

@b of others from own knowledge outputting and the marginal competitiveness loss

@L1 b u 1ð Þ
@b of own from knowledge outputting enough big. In addition, by comparing equation

(25), (17) and (21), it could be found that the strategy of Player 2’s knowledge outputting is

similar to the strategy of maximizing personal gains under the perfect information and

maximizing organizational benefits under imperfect information, which means when the goal

is to maximize the individual benefit of knowledge-sharing, but not until the knowledge

output can bring more knowledge advantage, Player 2 as the follow-actor is willing to

exchange knowledge with Player 1.

Overall, in the context of imperfect information, Player 2 as the follow-actor during

knowledge-sharing dynamic cooperative games, their effort of the “knowledge return”

tends toward more conservative approach and exhibits strong “knowledge

transaction” characteristics.

6. Conclusions

6.1 Research discoveries

Knowledge sharing mechanism within the organization is essentially a typical problem

of dynamic cooperative game. Not only the organization’s institutional constraints or

incentives, the common interests among members which produced from the

cooperative efforts, but also the intention which members maintain their

competitiveness within the organization: to maximize their own gain from production

of knowledge resulting from acts of each strategy, all of these cause mutual strategic

action among players. The results indicate that the process of dynamic knowledge

sharing game and the players at any stage of the knowledge sharing efforts are based

on the premise of the interests of specific targets, and the intensity to knowledge

contribution is up to the completeness of information and the effectiveness of

institutional regulation in organizational context. The study findings to the dynamic

strategic characteristics of knowledge sharing in organization have been specifically

summarized in Table I, and the main research conclusion is as follows:

On the perfect information condition, because organization members’ action strategy and

strategic income could be easily observed in the circumstance of working information

relatively transparent and business knowledge relatively conventional, members would

strategically control the intensity of their knowledge output. Although the existence of

punishment and incentive mechanism is able to ensure the continued sharing of

organizational knowledge, the prerequisite of the knowledge receiver’s effort to return their

knowledge is to get more competitive advantage in knowledge exchange, that appears as

an obvious “knowledge transaction” characteristic.

In contrast to perfect information context, under the context of working information

relatively intricate and business knowledge highly personalized and implicit where

members’ behavior and strategic income could be not easily observed, either for

organizational objective orientation or for individual orientation, knowledge transferor

and knowledge receivers would appear more conservative and more stringent for

knowledge outputting. It is worth noting that under imperfect information condition,

the return effort of knowledge receiver is adjusted flexibly according to the amount

and value of knowledge from transferor in the first stage, and no matter from which

angle, proceeds optimum for organization or individual, knowledge return within the

organization appears a higher “knowledge transaction” characteristics.

Since members of organization consider the combination of implementing the

institutional requirements and pursuing individual competitiveness during the
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knowledge cooperation process, so members’ strategic choice owns highly mixed

and contingent character, and simultaneously there tends to be the background

function from organizational circumstance on knowledge sharing that could be found

in Table I; for example, the penalty constraint and incentive mechanism (statutory rate

k) could play an effective role in regulating or prompting the knowledge sharing under

perfect information condition, irrespective of organization orientation or individual

orientation, and irrespective of whether the player is a knowledge transferor or

receiver. However, statutory rate seems to have little effect on the promotion of

knowledge sharing under the imperfect information condition irrespective of any

dimension, because members of knowledge-intensive organization or institutes where

techs information is more intricate, professional knowledge is highly personalized and

implicit, are more sensitive to knowledge competitiveness, so which knowledge is to

be shared and how much the effort should be made will depend on their own practical

observation of their partners’ reaction and the dynamic assessment on the value of

knowledge sharing (returning).

The results of equilibrium analysis to knowledge sharing strategy from organizational

objective perspective should be viewed as a start point (baseline) of incentive design

that could maintain the basic sharing level produced by individual efforts because of

the driving of institutional constraints and incentive, while the motivation of knowledge

sharing from individual perspective should be relatively emphasized by institution

design or study, because to consist the incentive compatibility mechanism

considering individual and organizational objectives is critical and basic for

encouraging and enhancing the knowledge sharing effort of individuals.

6.2 Practical value and sense

The practical value and sense of this paper brought by this study with two dimensions

(objective orientation and information condition) related to each other, is that

especially for those high techs companies, the driving from institutional constraints

Table I Description of dynamic strategy characteristic of knowledge sharing

Perfect information condition

Organizational

objective

orientation

Strategy character of

transferor

The loss velocity caused by knowledge output would be less than the knowledge revenue

increasing of receiver who receives knowledge sharing

Strategy character of

receiver

The loss velocity caused by knowledge returning had better be less than the knowledge revenue

increasing of transferor who receives knowledge sharing

Individual

objective

orientation

Strategy character of

transferor

The control degree of loss velocity in knowledge output is higher than the circumstance of

organization objective priority. The motivation level of knowledge sharing of transferor depends

on statutory return rate k of knowledge proceeds

Strategy character of

receiver

The knowledge return effort of receiver is generally conservative, and the return effort depends

on whether the knowledge from transferor could strengthen receiver competitiveness

Imperfect information condition

Organizational

objective

orientation

Strategy character of

transferor

Knowledge output would be controlled in a certain and safe range, the share effort or willingness

is more conservative than under perfect information condition

Strategy character of

receiver

Knowledge return behavior of receiver appears knowledge transaction character, the return

effort would increase if knowledge sharing from transferor could bring about the increasing of

competitiveness, otherwise the return effort would be reduced

Individual

objective

orientation

Strategy character of

transferor

The loss velocity of knowledge sharing would be much slower than receiver’s knowledge revenue

increasing, and there had better be a enough (safe) distance between loss velocity and

increasing velocity that appears dynamic strategic character

Strategy character of

receiver

Neither any change for loss velocity of knowledge return nor for advantage increasing velocity of

transferor who obtains knowledge return that would be the optimal strategy for receiver.

Generally, the opinion of receiver’s knowledge return is more conservative and appears stronger

“self-correction” character
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and incentive would ensures the formal existence of knowledge sharing that could not

essentially influence the efficiency of knowledge sharing in organization. For instance,

although transferor knows he would obtain the so called knowledge return at the

statutory return rate k for his knowledge contributing, but he could not know the actual

value of these knowledge for maintaining or improving his competitive edge, while

receiver has indeed accomplished the knowledge return at statutory rate k. Vice

versa, if above interaction process is observed in a dynamic perspective, the

receiver’s consideration and worries to value of knowledge sharing, which means the

only sure result about institutional constraints is the behavior of knowledge sharing

rather than performance. Therefore, to stimulate and encourage the individuals’

willing and effort of knowledge sharing from property institution design, or to innovate

the structure of governance and management is more effectual through drawing on

some effective and advanced thoughts of successful enterprises, e.g. to establish the

business partner institution and relevant cooperative culture which is vastly

popularized in prompting the action of innovation and entrepreneurship in China at

present, and some matched institution designs, such as ESOP, follow investor, the

flattening of management structure which emphasizes decentralization and so on,

could convert staffs from former factors of production to owners of enterprises, that

would fundamentally stimulate the individual willing of knowledge sharing.

6.3 Research limitation

Although the study combining the cooperative essence and dynamic game is first

adopted to analyze the individual strategic characteristics during knowledge sharing

in this paper, and a multi-study context composition of two different perspectives

(objective orientation and information condition) is correspondingly constructed to be

in accordance with the practical circumstance of knowledge action in organization,

the design of game structure failed to consider the hierarchy problem, namely, there

is also a team objective orientation between individual and organizational objective

orientations. As the accomplishment of organizational objectives mainly depends on

the task implementing and the coordination of departments or projects (teams), and

as the motivation orientation of individuals, team leaders and organization

differentiates each other, so it would be more authentic to construct the study

paradigm including multi-hierarchy structural function to demonstrate the complexity

of interactive strategic behavior of knowledge sharing, and there is also a team

objective orientation between individual and organizational objective orientations

because the accomplishment of organizational objectives mainly depends on the task

implementing and the coordination of departments or projects (teams), and because

the motivation orientation of individuals, team leaders and organization differentiates

each other, the empirical discovery of the knowledge sharing performance is subject

to who would be rewarded (individuals, team or organization) undoubtedly provided

this study much inspiration. Moreover, the effects of social capital on knowledge

sharing should be considered for perfecting the dynamic cooperation game model,

because social capital is considered as the facilitator of knowledge searching and

knowledge sharing, which is very vital to innovation performance (Alguezaui and

Filieri, 2010), so in the connotation of social capital there naturally involves the

complex considerations of relationship (networks), values, beliefs, regulation, etc.

that will make individuals dynamically and flexibly mediate strategic choice of

knowledge sharing. Above research limitation would become future effort direction of

this study, after all the method of multi-context dynamic cooperative game and

relevant discoveries of this paper has formed an effectual and substantial study basis

for future challenge.
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